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Solid 4 piece Power-Pop group with melodies and riffs that will stick in your head. 11 MP3 Songs POP:

Power Pop, ROCK: Hard Rock Details: Even before they played their first live show together, the

members of Go To Zero had invested more blood, sweat and tears into their project than many bands

ever do. Formed in the fall of 2003, Go To Zero rose from the ashes of a locally-based band Ease, a

group that used to pack in the fans at venues such as the Emerald Theatre. Ease front man Tommy Marz

created Go To Zero with former fellow Ease members Bryan Keyes and Jason Tucker. They added able

guitarist Chris Alef to their ranks, and the new group was ready for action. Because most of the members

of Go To Zero were already familiar with each other, the band already had a tight bond. This made it easy

for the creative juices to flow, and material for an album came about quickly. Marz, an avid surfer, wrote a

handful of material while sitting on a beach in Florida. He returned to Detroit, worked out the songs with

the rest of the band, and they headed into the studio before playing a single show. The plan was to

originally release an EP, but with so much material available, it was decided that a full-length was more

appropriate. The Mean Season is that cd. From the opening acoustic guitar chords of the title track 'The

Mean Season,' through the familiar melody of Til Tuesday's 'Voices Carry,' and closing with the longtime

fan favorite 'Waste Of My Time,' this release defines their sound as solid power pop, suitable for the

radio, but edgy enough for a gritty downtown rock bar. Now, with the release under their belts and enough

determination to drive a tank, Go To Zero is ready to hit the Detroit scene full force.
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